Start your review of The Berenstain Bears Under the Sea. Write a review. Feb 10, 2021 Anna (Follow me for reviews! (интересно ——обозреватель )) rated it really liked it. Too long for storytime but a cute Berenstain bears book about the family visiting the local aquarium and getting to ride in a submarine to see and learn all about the creatures living under the sea. Nice nonfiction components. Former Library books. Shows some signs of wear, and may have some markings on the inside. 100% Money Back Guarantee. Read full description. See details - Berenstain Bears by the Sea Hardcover Stan Berenstain. See all 2 pre-owned listings. Buy It Now. January, Stan Berenstain. Publication Year. 1998. dare The Berenstain Bears nothing to do The Berenstain Bears by the sea The Berenstain Bears big red kite The Berenstain Bears too much vacation The Berenstain Bears week at grandma The Berenstain Bears Comprehension Winnie The Witch Winnies Flying Carpet Audiobook The Large Family The Large Family, Five Minutes' Peace The Large Family, All In One Piece Audiobook Pete the Cat Pete. the Cat I Love My White Shoes Pete the Cat and His Four Groovy Buttons Audiobook Peppa Pig Peppa Pig Sports Day Peppa Pig Recycling Fun Audiobook Paddington Audiobook Nursery Rhymes Little Critter Audiobook Horrid